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LLU faculty members
author AIDS textbook

Joyce W. Hopp, PhD, dean (second from right), School of Allied Health Professions, presents
copies of a new textbook, AIDS and the AMied Health Professions, to co-authors (left to
right) Julie van Putten, Edwinna Marshall, Elizabeth Rogers, Cindy Kosch, Ann Ratcliffe,
Fritz Guy, and George Johnston.

Physical therapy students will receive
diplomas at October 1 ceremony
A diploma awarding ceremony
for physical therapy students will
be held Sunday, October 1, at 7
p.m., in the University Church of
Seventh-day Adventists.
Speaking at the ceremony will
be Helen K. Seibert, assistant
professor of physical therapy
(retired).
Mrs. Seibert is a 1946 graduate
of the University's physical therapy
program; in 1980, she received a
master of science degree.
She began her professional
career as a clinical supervisor at

Loma Linda Sanitarium and
Hospital shortly after her
graduation.
Subsequent professional ex
perience included serving as chief
physical therapist at Patton State
Hospital; clinician and clinical in
structor at Loma Linda Univer
sity Medical Center; and assistant
professor in the School of Allied
Health Professions.
Mrs. Seibert has been a mem
ber of the American Physical
Therapy Association, both na
tional and California chapters; and

Students transfer to
School of Medicine
from Tulsa, Oklahoma

is a life member of Loma Linda
University's physical therapy
alumni association.

Please turn to page 8

School of Dentistry
awarded "Golden
Pencil Award"
The International College of
Dentists has notified the School
of Dentistry that Dentistry, the
school's journal, has won the
1989 "Golden Pencil Award" in
division one.

Please turn to page 9

Between 45 and 50 students
from Oral Roberts University
School of Medicine, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, have been offered ac
ceptances as transfer students at
Loma Linda University School of
Medicine beginning this week,
according to B. Lyn Behrens,
MB,BS, dean, School of
Medicine.
The students are transferring to
Loma Linda University School of
Medicine because of the closure
of the 147-student Oral Roberts
University School of Medicine
and its affiliated City of Faith
Hospital.
"Loma Linda University School
of Medicine was requested by the
Liaison Council on Medical
Education and Oral Roberts
University School of Medicine to
assist with the placement of
transfer students," Dr. Behrens
says.
"We were approached because
of our distinctive Christian philo
sophy and because we share
some of the same Christian

Joyce W. Hopp, PhD, dean,
School of Allied Health Profes
sions, and Elizabeth A. Rogers,
PhD, co-chairman, department of
physical therapy, edited a text
book entitled AIDS and the Allied
Health Professions, released
September 1.
F. A. Davis Company of Phila
delphia, well-known publishers in
the field of allied health, state that
the text is the only one specifical
ly written for the allied health
professions.
An accompanying teacher's
manual includes guidelines for us
ing the text in professional
preparation programs for each of
the major areas of allied health.
Faculty from Loma Linda Uni
versity authored major portions of
the text. Leif Bakland, DOS,
associate dean, School of Dentis
try; Sylvia Burlew, health infor
mation administration; Mark
Clements, radiologic technology;
Harvey Elder, MD, medicine;
Delia Guiterrez, physical therapy;
Fritz Guy, PhD, ethics; George
Johnston, PhD, environmental
health; Cindy Kosch, nutrition
and dietetics; John Lewis, PhD,
clinical laboratory science; Edwin-na Marshall, occupational

therapy; Ann Ratcliffe, PhD,
speech pathology; Juliette van
Putten, health promotion and
education; and Robert Wilkins,
respiratory therapy; contributed
portions of, or whole chapters to
the text.
Loma Linda University Board
of Trustees member Grace
Emori of the Centers for Disease
Control, Atlanta, served as
reviewer for the text.
Many of the faculty will have
the privilege of teaching from
their own textbook, says Dr.
Hopp, during the coming school
year, since the School of Allied
Health Professions mandates one
ten-hour course for all students
on the topics of AIDS.
Illustrations for the text were
prepared by Robert Knabenbauer, chief artist in the Univer
sity's media services department.
The textbook is being markwi.c4,
through the publisher's represen
tatives to each of the professional
preparation programs in the
United States, as well as to each
of the professional organizations.
The book is designed to assist
both students and practicing pro
fessionals deal with an epidemic
the world is facing.

values," Dr. Behrens says.
21 freshman acceptances, 14
Dr. Behrens, accompanied by sophomore acceptances, and 14
John Kerbs, EdD, associate dean junior acceptances. Some -of the
for admissions in the School of students are already on campus;
Medicine; Barton Rippon, PhD, others will be arriving shortly.
dean, Graduate School; and
Currently, Loma Linda Univer
William Hooker, PhD, associate sity accepts approximately 130
dean for student affairs, interview students in each of the four
ed 85 students during a one-day classes. In previous years, the
visit to Oklahoma.
School of Medicine has accepted
"We went to Tulsa at the in up to 166 students in each class.
vitation of Oral Roberts Univer Consequently, there is more than
sity," Dean Behrens says. "We adequate classroom and labora
went there because many of the tory space to accommodate the
Oral Roberts University students new students.
were interested in our schools'
"We telephoned the names of
overt Christian orientation."
the students who we accepted at
The School of Medicine felt a Loma Linda on Wednesday
particular commitment to those evening [September 20]," Dr.
students from the state of Califor Behrens says. "They were posted
nia, according to Dr. Behrens. at 6:30 a.m. Thursday morning.
"For those students from other Within an hour some of the
states, we told them that if they students were already on their
chose Loma Linda University way out here."
and had the academic credentials,
It will not be necessary to hire
we could also offer them accep
new faculty to teach the extra
tances."
students, Dr. Behrens says.
As a result of that visit, the
"We have talked with our faculPlease turn to page 9
School of Medicine has offered

I
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Materiel management
director leaves LLUMC
After more than five years as
administrative director of materiel
management at Loma Linda
University Medical Center, David
M. Russell has resigned to fill the
same position at the corporate of
fice of Adventist Health System /
West in Roseville.
Various departments of the
Medical Center have been under
Mr. Russell's administration, in
cluding purchasing, materiel
supply and distribution, central
service, dispatch, the mail room,
and the support services center
facility.
During his last week at the
Medical Center, Mr. Russell
thought back over his years of
service at Loma Linda.
"I have tried to develop a con
cept of team work between these
departments," he said, "so that inUnder Mr. Russell's direction,
reprocessing functions in central
service, which had been decen
tralized over the years, were con
solidated, and a supply-exchange
locker system was developed and
implemented. He also worked
with those who were instrumen
tal in purchasing the old Smith
Tool facility and was responsible
for the renovation of the building,
which now houses the Medical
Center support services center
and four organizations that lease
space.
Mr. Russell's administrative
responsibilities included the pro
curement, storage, processing,
and delivery of items for the
Medical Center.

"We selected and installed a
new, computerized, inventorymanagement system," he stated.
"That system manages the order
ing, receiving, distribution, and
patient-charging for all stock and
nonstock supplies and equipment
for the majority of the hospital's
purchases.
"We also took over receiving,
warehousing, and delivery for the
University," he added. "In addi
tion, we receive, warehouse, and
deliver dry goods and frozen food
for Nutritional Services."
Mr. Russell's last day at the
Medical Center was September
15. He assumed his duties at
Adventist Health System / West
on September 25. AHS / West
covers California (except AHS /
Loma Linda), Oregon, Washing
ton, and Hawaii.
A farewell reception was held
tor him in the LLUMC cafeteria
on September 7. He was
presented a. plaque and a check
by Ron Anderson, senior vice
president.
"We really have appreciated all
the fine work you have done here
in putting a real materiel manage
ment program in place," Mr.
Anderson told Mr. Russell. "You
have put together a good team
around you. That is the mark of
a good leader. We are going to
miss you a lot. You will be long
remembered here."
Mr. Anderson also expressed
appreciation to Mr. RussdTs wife,
Maylene, for her service to the
Medical Center. Mrs. Russell was
an executive secretary in
Please turn to page 3

Dave Russell and his wife, Maylene, bid farewell to co-workers
at a reception held recently in the Schuman Pavilion.

(right), teen volunteers
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LLU honors teen volunteers
Food, decorations, dogs, and
M & M's all played a part in the
teen volunteer party held in the
Medical Center cafeteria on the
evening of August 24. An annual
event to convey appreciation to
the teenagers who volunteer at
LLUMC, the party is sponsored
by Medical Center administration
and the volunteer services
department.
This year the buffet dinner
consisted of lasagna, tossed salad,
garlic bread, punch, and
brownies. Carrying out the Italian
theme, the tables were decorated
with red and white checkered
tablecloths and candles in bottles.
Colorful balloons were tied at
various points around the room.
After dinner, two LLUMC /
LLU safety K-9 officers and their
dogs put on a demonstration of
obedience and of finding hidden
in this case, keys. After
items
their performance, the dogs
allowed the teens to pat them.
The officers were Pete Wright,
with his German shepherd, Ex;
and Sam Thomas, with his
Belgian melonois, Castor. (The
melonois breed is half Belgian
wolf and half Belgian sheepdog.)
Cherin Chung, 14, a volunteer
with the child life program,
received a large jar of M & M's
for guessing most closely how
many of the candies were in the
jar. (She guessed 300; there were
301.)
Approximately 75 teens do
volunteer work at the Medical

Center, says Du Ann Kinzer,
director of the volunteer services
department.
This summer," she states, "our
teen volunteers were active par
ticipants in many of our volunteer
programs. They assisted in the
following areas: AIM program,
audiovisual, child life program
(pediatrics), emergency depart
ment, gift shop, hemodialysis.
Immunology Center, Loma Lin
da Children's Center, medication
delivery (pharmacy), observation
unit, patient library, patient mail
delivery, patients units, Pre
admission Testing Service, and
Red Carpet (admitting).
"We design our programs,"
Mrs. Kinzer explains, "so that the
teens will learn more about a
hospital atmosphere, enhance
their knowledge of the medical
careers available, have the oppor
tunity to develop good peoplerelationship techniques, have op
portunity for personal growth, and
obtain work-experience credit for
their volunteer work.
"We, the staff here at Loma
Linda University Medical Center,
extend our deepest appreciation
for the commitment and the en
thusiasm that our teens have
shared with us," Mrs. Kinzer
adds. "And even more exciting to
realize is that many teens con
tinue to volunteer year-round with
our hospital and our outlying
facilities. I would like to say to
them. Thank you, teens, for
reaching out and caring.' "

Any teens interested in know
ing more about volunteer work at
the Medical Center may call the
volunteer services department at
824-4654.

LLUMC initiates new
marketing program
for local community
One of the marketing programs
that Loma Linda University
Medical Center recently began
already has been "overwhelmingly
successful," says C. A. "Bud"
Cannarella, assistant vice presi
dent for special projects.
"When a
The program
was
Band-Aid Isn't Enough"
designed to inform area residents
about a physicians referral service.
Letters are being mailed out to
75,000 area residents, informing
them about the 24-hour-a-day,
seven-day-a-week service. A
magnetic "Band-Aid" wirh the tollfree referral number on it is in
cluded in each letter. When peo
ple call 1-800-872-1212, a refer
ral representative can help them
find the doctor they need.
"We haven't even completed
our mailing," Mr. Cannarella
states, "and in four and one-half
weeks we have received 303
responses. Of these, 190 have
resulted in appointments for pa
tients referred to various Faculty
Medical Offices groups.
"We are tracking and data bas
ing the telephone calls we receive
Please turn to page 4 '
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Farewell reception held for Ric Henry

Teen volunteer Cherin Chung (left) receives the prize (ajar
of M & M's) from Alice Soderblom, volunteer coordinator,
for guessing closest to the actual number of candies in the jar.

Teen volunteers line up at the buffet table.

Open house planned for
renovated primary care
On Thursday, October 5, from
9 a.m. to 12 noon, an open house
will be held at the recently
renovated Primary Care Center,
Professional Plaza, 25455 Barton
Road, Building B, Suite B-204
(second floor), Loma Linda.
Tours will be given of the center,
and refreshments will be served.
The Primary Care Center is
owned and operated by Loma
Linda University Medical Center
and is designed to meet the train
ing requirements for residents in
ambulatory medicine.
The center offers comprehen
sive health care for adults, in
cluding a complete history and
physical examination, immuniza
tions, cancer screening, pul
monary-function testing, and
diagnosis and treatment of com
mon medical conditions such as
high blood pressure, diabetes, and
heart and lung diseases.
Specialty clinics at the center
include internal medicine, gynecology, gynecology/oncology, and
neurology. In these resident
teaching clinics, residents work
with faculty physicians who are
on the staffs of the clinics.
The Primary Care Center has
appointments available for new
patients, and, in most cases, pa
tients can be seen within a week.
The center accepts most major
insurances, including MediCal.
"Over the years," says Gregory

R. Wise, MD, medical director
for the Primary Care Center,
"Primary care has changed loca
tions many times: from A-level to
the lobby level to Schuman
Pavilion, and now to the Profes
sional Plaza. With the declining
censuses in many university
teaching hospitals across the
country, ambulatory-medicine
training for residents is assuming
increasing importance with the
accrediting bodies. The staff very
much appreciates the support of
the Medical Center in this recent
remodeling of our facilities."
Persons wanting to make an
appointment widi Primary Care
may call 796-6640.

Director leaves...
Continued from page 2
administration.
"This Medical Center is a uni
que, interesting organization that
I've been privileged to associate
with for five years," Mr. Russell
said. "Maylene and I have made
a lot of friends here, and we
regret having to leave them, but
we are dedicated to serving the
Lord wherever He indicates.
"I am confident," he added,
"that I am leaving my respon
sibilities in good hands."
Marilyn Thunquest, RN, MS,
formerly director of central ser
vice, is the new administrative
director of materiel management.

At a farewell reception held in
the Medical Center cafeteria on
September 6, fellow employees
said "good-bye" to Ric Henry,
PhD, director of the LLUMC
social work department.
While his wife, Cheryl, finishes
her last year of obstetrics / gynecology residency at Glendale
Adventist Medical Center, Dr.
Henry will be caring for their son
Nicholas, who was born on
August 14. The Henrys an
ticipate that, upon completion of
the residency, they will move to
St. Helena.
Dr. Henry came to the
LLUMC social work department
in January, 1980, as assistant to
the director. A year later, he
became assistant director. In
March, 1985, when director Ed
Kasner left to accept a job offer
in Portland, Oregon, Ric Henry
became director.
Dr. Henry received his B.S.
degree in social welfare from
Pacific Union College in Angwin
in 1973, and an M.S.W. degree
in policy planning administration
from Atlanta University in
Georgia in 1977.
After several years of working
on a doctoral degree at the
University of Southern California,
he successfully defended his
dissertation this summer, thus
completing all work for the PhD
degree in social work.
In addition to his other respon
sibilities at LLUMC, Dr. Henry
coordinated the foreign charity
cases during the past year and a
half.
"Ric came up with a very good
system for handling foreign chari
ty patients," said Bill Easterbrook,
LLUMC vice-president, at Dr.
Henry's farewell reception, "and
these now are handled very
smoothly.
"The social work department,"
he added, "is a very well-oiled
machine that operates very well,
and we have Ric to thank for
that. People in the department
have been given latitude to do
their own work. Ric educated me
about social work, and fm
grateful for all that he has taught
me about that field."
Mr. Easterbrook presented Dr.
Henry with a plaque and a check
in appreciation for his years of
service to the Medical Center.
"It really is hard to leave here
it is with mixed emotions that
I am going," responded Dr.
Henry. "I hate leaving such great
people behind me."
During an earlier interview, he
commented, "I am proud of the
social work department and the
contributions it makes to the suc
cess of the Medical Center. I am
glad that we were able to
downsize our staff and yet main
tain good services for the nurses,
doctors, and administration."
While at the Medical Center,
Dr. Henry was involved in a
number of professional associa

tions and held several offices, in
cluding the presidency of the
Southern California Chapter of
the Society for Hospital Social
Work Directors.
"I appreciate the Medical
Center's allowing me to par
ticipate at a very active level in
professional associations," he
says. "I particularly enjoyed
spearheading the social work par
ticipation in the American
Hospital Association's political ac
tion committee. Social work was
the segment of the AHA that
contributed the most financially
to the association."
Dr. Henry expressed apprecia
tion for the people who were in
strumental in bringing him to
LLUMC 10 years ago: Ed
Kasner, Everett Gooch, John

Ruffcorn, and Harrison Evans,
MD. He also spoke of his
gratitude to the vice-presidents to
whom he had been responsible
during his time at the Medical
Center: Gertrude Haussler, Ron
Anderson, and Bill Easterbrook.
Dr. Henry's resignation from
the Medical Center became ef
fective September 8. In addition
to caring for his newborn son, Dr.
Henry may do some writing or
work on other projects of interest
to him.
The Henrys, who live in Glendale, also have a 13-year-old son,
Jefferson, and a 10-year-old
daughter, Melissa.
Craig Jackson, LCSW, assis
tant director, has been promoted
to the position of director of the
social work department.

Ric Henry, director of social work, shows off a photograph
of his newborn son, Nicholas, to well-wishers (from left)
Helen Radoycich, Vicki Jackson, and Karen Schiller, at his
recent farewell reception. Dr. Henry will spend the next
several months being a full-time dad, while his wife, Cheryl,
completes an ob/gyn residency in Glendale.
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LLUMC holds administrator/employee breakfast session
At
the
August
ad
ministrator/employee breakfast,
senior vice presidents Ron
Anderson and Tom Zirkle, MD,
gave an update about die Medical
Center and answered employees'
questions. A report of both
follows.
Administration is pleased that
so many employees are wearing
the AIM button and encourages
all to do so. The real purpose of
the AIM program is to remind us
that we are here to serve the pa
tients. We should smile more and
encourage everyone to go the ex
tra mile.
Plans for the employees' rest
and relaxation area on the roof are
almost completed. By fall or ear
ly winter, construction should be
underway. There will be both in
side and outside areas, with room
for 200 people. The area will be
screened to provide privacy both
for patients in the adjoining unit
and employees in the lounge area.
Administration is extremely
pleased with die progress of die
contractors on die Children's
Hospital. Continued progress on
the building depends on how
funds come in for it. When com
pleted, the hospital will have 220
to 230 pediatric beds.
The proton accelerator area is
progressing very well. It is ex
tremely complex
there is no
other in the world to pattern after.
So far, construction is on
schedule. In late September or
early October, several trucks will
be bringing the proton accelerator
from Fermi Lab in Illinois.

At LLUMC, although
employees accrue two weeks
of vacation time after 5 years
of employment, it isn't until
they have worked 15 years
that they get four weeks.
Some hospitals give their
employees four weeks after
they have worked 10 years.
Could consideration be given
to doing this at LLUMC?
We have followed General
Conference policy on this. We
have explored the possibility of
changing this in the past and will
continue to do so. Unfortunate
ly, it would cost a considerable
amount of money to implement
this type of a change.
Are there any plans to
refurbish or redecorate the
lobby?
The lobby is being redesigned
and, as refurbishing is necessary,
it will be redone. The new plan
calls for the front of the lobby
eventually to be two stories high,
with a lot of glass. The lighting
also will be changed. There will
be just seating areas in the lob
by, not working areas, such as
admitting.
Another improvement will be
that a canopy will project part
way out over die street to pro
tect people from rain and sun as
they get in to or out of their cars.
Sometimes the lighting is
very poor in patients' rooms
there is no light bulb.
Regular inspections are done
throughout the hospital. If,

Having served the community we live in for over a
quarter of a century, we provide professional and per
sonalized service in ali aspects of real estate.
LILLIAN V. MILLER, Realtor & Associates

UNIVERSITY REALTY, INC.
11156 Anderson, Loma Linda, California 92354
(714) 796-0156 or (714) 825-3143

FREE PIZZA

however, employees notice that
bulbs are missing, faucets are
dripping, etc., they should call
maintenance or housekeeping,
whichever is appropriate.
Regarding the AIM pro
gram, other places give a
bonus to people who lose
weight or who don't call in
sick for six months, for in
stance. It seems like that
would be a fairer program
and give a chance for every
individual to get some kind of
award. It would be an incen
tive to employees. Not all
employees walk around
where they will be seen by the
Button Scout and get a meal
ticket because they are wear
ing their button.
It is difficult to have a program
that is 100 percent fair for
everyone. There are, however,
awards for employees who do not
have contact with patients, as well
as for those who do. Employees
can recommend fellow workers
who they feel are outstanding in
some way. If there are areas
where Button Scouts don't get
around much, let Bud Cannarella's office (extension 4714)
know, so that arrangements can
be made to have a Button Scout
visit those areas and reward
employees who are wearing the
AIM button.
The employees' parking lot
that was just south of the
Medical Center got taken
away, but nothing got taken
away from the physicians'
parking area. Yet, in the
parking structure, a big area
close to the Medical Center
was set aside for physicians.
How come?
Physicians come and go
they are not necessarily here
eight, 10, or 12 hours a day
and diey need to have a place
reasonably close to park when

Would it be possible to
have a shuttle bus just for
employees, especially in the

r
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The editors of Today welcome
suggestions for news or feature
stories. Please call 824-4526, or
write:
Editor, TODAY
Loma Linda University
Loma Linda, CA 92350

"Where is the nearest mote/ to stay?

NEW MANAGEMENT! NEW OWNERSHIP!

Enjoy clean and comfortable rooms at

LOMA LINDA MOTEL
Two blocks to Loma Linda University & Medical Center
• Direct bus to VA hospital & shopping center

24532 UNIVERSITY AVE., LOMA LINDA
FOR RESERVATION: (714) 796-0134
Student rate is also available (ID required)

Quality Printing LaserJet Computer Typesetting
Hi Volume Copy Service
Fast, Friendly Service Competitive Prices
Complete Graphics Department

Pizza Chalet
796-5282

Could a sign be put up say
ing that the freight elevators
in the southwest wing
shouldn't be used by visitors
and employees?
Yes, we could have a sign put
up there.

Continued from page 2
on the referral line," Mr. Cannarella says.
Discussing future marketing
plans at LLUMC, Mr. Cannarella
says that the Medical Center is
about to embark upon marketing
research to find out how the com
munity views the Medical
Center.
"The Medical Center's
marketing from now on will be
targeted very carefully through
marketing research," he explains.

One Stop Printing For The Inland Empire

lifter expires 10-5-8"

(at ihc comer of Rcdiands and Mountain View)

Will the Children's Hospital
and the proton accelerator
bring in a lot more
employees?
The proton accelerator will not
add a lot, though many patients
will be treated. The Children's
Hospital will add some, but only
proportional to the additional
space and patient-volume
increases.

Marketing. . .

MaAe^^7ie^Q)^re^c^/

SEE YOU SOON!

25655 Rcdiands Boulevard, Loma Linda

We need a suggestion box
at the Professional Plaza.
Ron Oh will see that one gets
put in there.

morning, to bring them in
from outlying parking lots?
We do have a shuttle from the
parking lot across from the FMO.
However, it starts at 9:00 a.m.
We will look into the possibility
of having the shuttle start be
tween 6:30 a.m. and 6:45 a.m.

MINUTEMAN PRESS of Colton

wiih membership

Imagine that! Bring in this coupon
for your free membership card
(normally costing $1.00) and you can
have a iwo-for-one
lifetime supply of delicious, high
quality Pizza Chalet Pizza.
SO COME ON IN TODAY because
this free membership card offer is
only available for a limited time.

they do come. Physicians also
have to be able to get into the
hospital quickly in case of an
emergency with a patient. Final
ly, reasonably close-in parking for
physicians is provided by almost
all hospitals.

(714) 370-0860
1080 E. Washington Cooley Ranch
Colton, CA
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Open house celebrates 20th anniversary of orthotics service
An open house to celebrate the
twentieth anniversary of the Or
thotics / Prosthetics Services was
held in the department at die
Faculty Medical Offices on the
afternoon of August 31. Visitors
had an opportunity to tour the
facility and to see orthoses being
made.
Orthotics is the science per
taining to designing and making
braces to be worn externally by
a patient. This discipline involves
creative, mechanical-art work,
and most pieces are customdesigned for each patient. By pro
viding mechanical intervention,
orthotists (the professionals who
work in this discipline) enable pa
tients to reach a greater degree
of ambulation and function.
Prosthetics is the branch of
medical care dealing with
segmental body loss and amputa
tion. Prosthetic clinicians work
with their fellow professionals to
apply the most advanced
technology available to provide
artificial body parts for patients.
An orthotics service was
established at Loma Linda in
1969 by Robert W. Baldwin, CO
(certified orthotist), who retired
in 1986 but still works part time
in the laboratory.
"Bob was the orthotist, the orthotic technician, the secretary,
and everything else for awhile,"
says Eric Ljeux, CP, the current
supervisor of orthotics / prosthetics services. "In 1973, the
department expanded to include
prosthetics, and it's been grow
ing ever since.
"We now have 13 employees,"
Mr. Lieux adds, "and, in addition
to making orthoses and prostheses, we do all inpatient or

thopedic casting and traction."
The LLUMC orthotics / pros
thetics services is the oldest cer
tified facility of its type in the In
land Empire. It is one of only two
such facilities owned by hospitals
in the state (the other is at Stan
ford University Medical Center;
is
UCLA,
at
another,
university-owned).
Full-spectrum, state-of-the-art
care is provided at Loma Linda
by a comprehensive staff of fully
credentialed professionals. The
goal of the department is to
restore the functionally disabled
to optimal well-being.
"We see about 2,500 patients
a year," Mr. Lieux states. "Most
of them come from in-house
referrals. Only 13 percent come
from outside referrals."
The department is in its ninth
year of providing 24-hour, on-call
service, which involves mostly or
thopedic technology and
orthotics.
"We average two to three calls
a night," Mr. Lieux says. "For in
stance, we may be called because
a patient with a cervical fracture
needs a halo orthosis; or a patient
with a fracture requires traction
or casting; or for postsurgical
spinal management, such as trac
tion on a patient.
"We keep very current," states
Mr. Lieux. "We are continually
sending our staff to conventions
and short courses offered on the
West Coast, in an effort to keep
abreast of die latest technology.
"We also," he adds, "have put
on both short and long courses
in orthotics / prosthetics, for
physicians and residents. We
have a definite interest in and
commitment to continuing educa-

James Lucas, RTF, orthotic technician, is involved with a thermoplastic procedure as he
creates an ankle/foot orthosis.
tion.
The department also is involv
ed in research.
"We do research of a technical
nature," explains Mr. Lieux, "such
as in tensil-strength durabilities,

liquid laminar tests, and thermal
plastic tests.
"In addition", he says, "we do
clinical research, to create adap
tive devices that have never been
made before, to meet a particular

patient's needs."
The LLUMC orthotics / pros
thetics services is located in
Suite B-800 at the Faculty
Medical Offices, 11370 Anderson
Street, Loma Linda.

Shirl Golden, on her gradua
tion night.

Robert Derby, RAP-O, technical coordinator, makes a finetune adjustment to the front of a helmet that will reshape the
disfigured skull of a pediatric patient.

James Greiner, RTP, prosthetic technician, sews a prosthetic
suspension belt on a machine called a leather patcher.

LLUMC employee
graduates from
assistant program

Discussing alterations necessary for the final fabrication of
a patient's cast are (from left) James Baldwin, CO, orthotist;
Robert Baldwin, CO, (no relation), orthotist; and Eric Lieux,
CP, supervisor of orthotics/prosthetics.

Shirl Golden, a courier in the
dispatch department, graduated
on Thursday night, August 24,
from the medical assistant pro
gram offered by the ColtonRedlands-Yucaipa Regional Oc
cupational Program.
During the graduation
ceremony in Grace Mullen
Auditorium at Redlands High
School, Ms. Golden, an honor
graduate, received the valedic
torian award.
She now is involved in an externship of 160 hours in the or
thopaedics office at the Faculty
Medical Offices facility. She is in
terested in all fields, she says,
but has not decided what special
ty she would prefer.
Although she has not yet found
a job as a medical assistant, she
says that she "is willing and able."
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Adventist health heritage week planned
Loma Linda University will
join with Southern California
Adventists in celebrating Advent
ist Health Heritage week,
September 30 - October 4, 1989.
Events include radio coverage,
special Sabbath presentations and
sermons, three scientific
seminars, and University Chapel
programs.
Speakers from the Schools of
Public Health and Medicine, the
Loma Linda Center for Health
Promotion, and Weimar Institute

Fire prevention
week planned for
October 8-14
October 8-14 has been
designated as fire prevention
week in the city of Loma Linda.
A special open house has been
slated for Sunday, October 8,
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
During the open house, a
20-minute film, "Bondi 3" will be
shown. In addition, self-guided
tours of the fire station as well as
literature on fire safety, earth
quake safety, and disaster
preparedness will be available.
Small fire hats will be available for
the children.
Loma Linda fire personnel will
offer demonstrations for children
on what to do when the smoke
detector sounds showing them
how to roll out of bed and crawl on
hands and knees to get out of a
smoke-filled room.

will occupy the pulpits of more
than 20 area churches on
September 30.
The University Church Sab
bath School will feature an inter
view with Sang Lee, MD, of
Weimar Institute. Dr. Sang will
tell of his experiences in sharing
the health message in Korea.
Dr. Lee will also be featured
in a five o'clock vespers service
Sabbath evening, September 30,
in which he will complete the
dramatic story of the Weimar
"Newstart" television program in
Korea.
On Sunday, October 1, begin
ning at 8:30 a.m., the School of
Public Health will sponsor a
seminar on the impact of lifestyle
change on heart disease. Featured
speakers include Edwin Krick,
MD, dean of the SPH; Joan
Sabate, MD, DrPH, assistant
professor of epidemiology, SPH,
and researcher with the Advent
ist Health Study; Milton Crane,
MD, and Jerry Shavlik, MPH,
from Weimar's Newstart pro
gram; Ed Haver, MS, director of
St. Helena Hospital's McDougall
program; Dean Ornish, MD,
president and director of the
preventive Medicine Research In
stitute; and Gary Marais, MD,
assistant professor of cardiology,
School of Medicine. Continuing
education credit may be earned
by attending the seminar.
Abbreviated versions of this
seminar will be offered Monday,
October 2, 6:30 p.m., in the

The swimming pool builf for pleasure and beauty by

cafeteria conference room at
Paradise Valley Hospital and
Tuesday evening, October 3,
6:30 p.m., at the Glendale
Adventist Medical Center
auditorium.
The Loma Linda University
chapel service on Wednesday,
October 4, 8:10 a.m., will feature
Dr. Lee telling about Weimar In
stitute's "Newstart" program. For
more information, contact Glen
Blix at the School of Public
Health, 824-4994.

School of Dentistry
hosts 44 students
at annual seminar
The School of Dentistry hosted
44 students this July at its annual
"('arccrs in Dentistry" seminar.
Sponsored by the LLl'SD
alumni association and the Na
tional Association of Seventh-clay
Adventist Dentists, the seminar
\\as directed by Ben Grant. I )I )S.
professor of restorative dentistry.
Dr. Grant adopted a program
used at the University of Oregon to
suit Loma Linda University's cur
riculum focus and mission em
phasis (clerkships, etc.).
After this year's seminar one
student wrote, "Although I have
been able to observe and work in
my father's dental office. 1 was
always perplexed and interested as
to what it would be like to be a
dental student. I believe your pro
gram gave me a good taste of
what it would be like to be a den
tal student at LLl . . .the caring
atmosphere brought about b\
both the professors and the
students makes LLl"s School of
I )entistry very unk|ue and appeal
ing."

Adventist secretaries
plan October 11
meeting at Schuman
OF CALIFORNIA. INC.

The Custom Pool and Spa Builder
24913 Redlands Blvd.
Loma Linda
796-7946 or 825-1758

Free

Estimate

JOIN THE # MARKETING TEAM OF THE
90's AND OWN YOUR OWN BUSINESS
PART-TIME / FULLTIME
THE PRODUCT: A Revolutionary New 3-D Camera
• The only one of its kind
• 3-D photos using standard 35mm film
• No special glasses or viewers required
• Not sold in stores
• Protected by over 100 patents worldwide
• Dramatic 3-D photographs make selling the
camera and accessories simple

ORDER YOURS NOW!
CALL TODAY — (714) 793-2739

Jack Scannell — Office 354-6080

"Getting Along With People by
Understanding Personality" will
be presented by Ronald Ruskjer,
EdD, at the October 11 meeting
of the Association of Seventh-day
Adventist Professional Secretaries
(ASDAPS).
Dr. Ruskjer, associate pro
fessor of health administration
and health science in the School
of Public Health, has a broad
background which includes
private counseling and health
ministries.
The meeting will be held at
5:30 p.m. in room A-605B in the
Medical Center's Schuman
Pavilion. A light supper of fruit
and muffins will be served.
For further information and
reservations, phone Blanca Rivera
at 796-2855 or Beverly Hessel at
795-9150, evenings, before Oc
tober 5. The meeting fee for
ASDAPS members is $10; nonmembers, $12.

Dealing with an angry patient
As individuals working in health care, we are becoming in
creasingly aware of the pressures that have altered health care
and directly affected our hospital. We have been affected, too,
as we try to do more work with fewer resources and try to
do it all with an emphasis on courtesy.
All these pressures can sometimes get to us and make it hard
to be at our best when faced with the difficult situation created
by an angry person. The question is, How can I be courteous
when someone is yelling at me?
In dealing with an angry patient, it helps to consider three
separate issues that may cause patients to become angry:
1. Patients in health-care environments often face the loss
of control over daily routines, their bodies, the external stimuli
and environment, and their personal image.
2. Patients fear death, morbidity, and pain. Death is feared
because the patient anticipates the loss of life and the effect
on friends and family. Morbidity, or chronic illness, leads to
an increase in dependence and changes in the role the patient
plays in the family. Pain is often feared because the patient
wonders if he or she will be able to handle it.
3. Patients become anxious. They fear the unknown and
may attempt to exert some control on small portions of their
lives or their care. They may respond to reasonable requests
for cooperation in the hospital routine with intense anger, based
not on the rational elements of the interaction but on their un
conscious or underlying fears.
Let's take a look at some tips and techniques for dealing
with an angry patient while dealing with your own feelings at
the same time. To deal effectively with angry people, you should
understand your own reaction. So, take these internal steps
to look at your feelings.
Ask yourself, What is the patient really angry about? Con
sider the suggestions above regarding the causes of anger. Are
there issues that make this person feel helpless, and therefore
fearful or anxious? Also, recognize when the system in which
you work might be causing problems, and try to separate
yourself from the institution, for the -moment, in order to help
the patient find the best possible resolution.
Here are seven steps that will help you deal externally with
who is angry. Thinking about
or any person
a patient
dealing with the situation on a step-by-step basis will help you
the adversary.
not the person
make the problem
and make him
place
private
a
to
person
1. Try to get the
or her comfortable. Get on the same level by shaking hands
and introducing yourself.
2. Listen with concern, and don't argue or interrupt. Allow
the person to verbalize and ventilate. Use positive body language
by staying relaxed and maintaining eye contact. Act as if you
have all the time in the world to listen.
3. Investigate: gather information and ask questions that will
clarify the situation. Try to understand the other person's view
point and perception of the situation.
4. Apologize, if appropriate. Apologize for problems created
by the organization. Convey sympathy for the person's situa
tion and feelings of frustration. The words "I'm sorry" usually
have a calming effect. Do not overuse the words, however,
and thus make them sound insincere.
5. Suggest realistic alternatives, and be as flexible as possi
ble. Consider how you and the organization can meet the per
son's needs.
6. Direct the person to other resources, if necessary. If you
cannot solve the problem, direct the patient to someone who
can. Do not give the person a number to call or a person to
see without trying to smooth the way as much as possible.
7. Provide a target time and follow up. Give the person
a specific target date or time in which the problem will be handl
ed. If the problem cannot be dealt with on the spot, the per
son needs to have a realistic understanding of when he or she
can expect the problem to be resolved. More importantly, make
sure you do what you say you are going to do for the patient.
Make notes to yourself and put them on your calendar. At all
costs, do not disappoint the person further by promising
something and failing to deliver.
There are no easy solutions for the problem of dealing with
an angry patient, but these steps are designed to help you ad
dress the problem. As in any situation, many of the steps need
practice. They don't come automatically, but like any new
behavioral technique, they will become easier when used over
time.
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School of Religon offers special seminar IN BRIEF
parents. He did his undergraduate
work in theology at Walla Walla
College before completing
graduate degrees in systematic
theology and New Testament
studies at Andrews University.
Prior to becoming chairman of
the theology department at Hong
Kong Adventist College he serv
ed as an assistant pastor of the
Napa SDA Church.
After five years in Hong Kong
he returned to the U.S. in order
to pursue doctoral work with an
emphasis on New Testament
studies and Asian religions at
Vanderbilt University. Upon
completion of his postgraduate
work in 1978, the Far Eastern
Division asked him to come back
to the Philippines, the country of
his childhood. From 1978 until
1987 he was associate professor
of New Testament studies at the
SDA Theological Seminary of
the Far East. His wife, Patricia,
teaches in the graduate program
Cholesterol testing
in the School of Nursing. They
planned for October 3 have two daughters.
At the seminar this fall, Dr.
at Campus Hill Church Jones
will share his conviction
Cholesterol and triglycerides that the Gospel of John holds
testing will be offered at Linda
Hall of the Campus Hill Church
of Seventh-day Adventists on
Tuesday, October 3, from 7 a.m.
to 12 noon. The testing will be
offeredj by the School of Public ; Many "kudos" to the Medical
Health department of .health 'Center"-administration- for the
sciences. No appointment is "look" of the new buildings that
needed. The cost is $6 per test. have been and are being added!
So many times additions to
Blood samples will be obtain
ed by finger stick and test results hospitals and public buildings do
will be ready in just three not seem to fit with or enhance
minutes. A registered dietitian what is already there. Instead, the
specializing in the dietary and whole complex is made unsight
lifestyle management of elevate ly because of the architect's
cholesterol levels and other heart preoccupation with building a
disease risk factors will explain memorial to his own originality.
test results, answer questions, and The result is often a hedge podge
provide nutritional and lifestyle appearance which is credit to no
one.
counseling to participants.
Fasting is not required for the
cholesterol testing. However, a
I For the record
12-hour, overnight fast is
necessary for accurate triglyceride
The editors of TODAY will print
testing. Persons wanting their corrections on errors of fact.
triglyceride level measured should Please send corrections, in writ
have nothing to eat or drink (ex ten form with signature, to:
cept water and their usual
Editor, TODAY
medications) for 12 hours before
Loma Linda University
the test is taken.
Loma Linda, CA 92350

The School of Religion will of
fer a special seminar on the
Gospel of John each Tuesday
evening during fall quarter, begin
ning September 26, from 7:10
p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in Griggs
Hall, Loma Linda.
The seminar will be taught by
John Jones, PhD, assistant to the
vice president for academic ad
ministration on the Loma Linda
campus.
The class is being offered by
popular demand because of the
enthusiasm generated after Dr.
Jones' presentation of John's
gospel last year. Though aimed
at graduate level students,
knowledge of Greek is not a
prerequisite. The Bible is the only
required textbook. For further in
formation, call 824-4536.
Dr. Jones was born in
Washington, D.C., but spent
most of his childhood years in the
Philippines with his missionary

special relevance for our time
with respect to many current
issues, but most of all in the way
it unfolds the story of how faith
is awakened and nurtured.

Calimesa concert series
features Lacy and Roth
duo on September 30
The Calimesa Community
Concert Series begins its sixth
season of concerts with a vocal
duo, Tyrone Lacy and Amy
Roth.
These two singers will offer an
evening of music and inspiration.
The concert will be held Satur
day evening, September 30, at
7:30. Ticket donation is $5 per
person and reserved seating can
be obtained by sending a check
and a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to P.O. Box 647,
Calimesa 92320, or by calling
(714) 795-9742. Tickets will also
be available at the concert.
The Calimesa Seventh-day Ad
ventist Church is located at the
corner of Fourth Street and
Myrtlewood.

Former MC administrator
offers 'kudos' for new look

Ben and Margie White

LOMA LINDA MINI MAIDS
Janitorial Services
Residential, Commercial, and New Construction Sites

Free Estimates
Bonded

(714) 796-9355

While serving as administrator
of the Medical Center, I recall a
visit from the firm which design
ed the original structure along
with the contractor who built it.
They asked if I had any obser
vations to make regarding the
design.
"Well," I replied facetiously,
"just a deficiency to call to your
attention. Everyone knows that
a building has to have an ugly
side. You certainly forgot to pro
vide that when you designed this
beautiful structure."
I note with pleasure how
carefully this attribute is being
maintained in the new construc
tion. These things don't just hap
pen. It has taken careful planning
and decisiveness by the admini-"
strators involved in retain such
cohesiveness and unit of decision.
The University and the com
munity are enhanced as a result.
Sincerely
H. H. Hill

Call for a quote.
Take a minute and compare
Allstate for value. You may
find we can save you some
money on your home
or auto insurance. Call me
today... it'll only take
a minute.
FredMcCojr

Sam Hill
AIIsta'* Insurance
\
Company
'

•*

Lama Linda. CA
796-2541. ext. Ill

/instate

Allstate Insurance Company

Liga looking for more volunteers

Members of Liga meet each month at 7:30 p.m. on the
Wednesday of the week before the week in which the first Fri
day of the month falls. Liga is a group of volunteers, including
physicians, dentists, nurses, translators, and nonmedical per
sons, that fly in small planes deep into Mexico to provide
medical/dental care at clinics. Any interested person may atjend the meetings. For location and more information, call
Henry Scoggins at 796-2292, or the Liga office in Santa Ana
at 852-8611.
"Heart Disease: The Impact of Lifestyle Change"
seminar, October 1

The LLU School of Public Health will present a seminar,
"Heart Disease: The Impact of Lifestyle Change," on Sunday,
October 1, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., at Randall Visitors
Center, corner of Anderson Street and University Avenue,
Loma Linda. The featured speaker will be Dean Mike Ornash,
MD, president and director, Preventative Medicine Research
Institute, UC San Francisco, School of Medicine. Other topics
and speakers are "An Ounce of Prevention and a Pound of Cure"
by Edwin Krick, MD, MPH; "Newstart," lifestyle program
survey results, by Milton Crane, MD, Jerry Shavlik, MPH, and
Herbert Douglass, PhD; "Nuts to Your Heart!," Adventist
Health Study findings, by Joan Sabate, MD, DrPH; "Changes
in Blood Parameters Resulting From a 12-Day Live-in Pro
gram" by Ed Haver, MS; and "Can a Lifestyle Change Reverse
Coronary Heart Disease?" by Mike Ornish, MD. There will
be a panel discussion, "Can We Win the Battle Against Death
From Heart Disease and Other Diseases.?" with Gary E. Marais,
MD, and the previous speakers. Course credit available: AMA
Category 1, six credit hours; nursing, six credit hours (BRN
Provider Number 04490); dietetic, six credit hours applied for.
Fee: $75 for preregistration; $85 on site. Lunch included. For
a brochure, call extension 4943.
Grief-recovery seminar, October 2

A grief-recovery seminar for adults who have experienced
the loss of a loved one through death wiH be offered by LLUMC
chaplains on five consecutive Mondays, beginning Monday, Oc
tober 2, with a choice of an afternoon or an evening session.
Fee: $20. Registration by telephone required. Attendance
limited. Call Chaplains Services, 824-4367, Monday through
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday, 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
Divorce-recovery group meeting begins October 2

A divorce-recovery group sponsored by the chaplains ser
vices for persons who have experienced a divorce or separa
tion will meet in Loma Linda on five consecutive Mondays,
beginning October 2, from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Fee: $20. In
dividual counseling also available. Registration by telephone re
quired. Call Chaplains Services, 824-4367, Monday through
Thursday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Friday, 8 a.m. to noon.
LLU Amateur Radio Club course begins October 9
The LLU Amateur Radio Club will conduct a 10-week, in
troductory level, amateur-radio course on Mondays, from 7 p.m
to 9 p.m., beginning October 9. For an information sheet and
application form, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Radio Class, P.O. Box 1239, Loma Linda 92354.
Cholesterol screening available October 9-11 and
October 15-17

Loma Linda University Medical Center will offer cholesterol
screening at Redlands Mall, in front of General Nutrition Center
in the east wing, on October 9, 10, an 11, from 2 p.m. to
7 p.m.; and at Loma Linda Market, 24954 Prospect Avenue,
Loma Linda, on October 15, 16, and 17, from 12 noon to
4 p.m. Results ready in minutes. Cost: $8. For more informa
tion, call 824-4994.
Diabetes program to be held October 16-18

"Managing Diabetes," a program to help persons with selfmanagement of diabetes, will be held October 16, 17, and 18,
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., at Loma Linda Diabetes Center.
Follow-up class: Thursday, October 26, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. The
diabetic remains under the care of his/her physician. Preregistration required. Call 824-4783 immediately.
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190 students from schools on both the La Sierra and Loma Linda campuses
graduated during Loma Linda University's summer commencement exercises
August 31, 1989. Services were conducted in the University Church of

Seventh-day Adventists. The commencement address, "The Essential Dif
ference," was given by Robert A. Williams, PhD, vice president for educa
tion, Kettering Medical Center, Provost, Kettering College of Medical Arts.

New program will showcase La Sierra
"LLU On Display," a new pro
gram to showcase the Riverside
campus of Loma Linda Univer
sity begins on October 7, 1989.
Consiting of two types of events,
both on campus and around
Southern California throughout
the new school year, his program
is designed to bring LLUs
message and spirit to its
constituents.
The first part of "LLU On
Display" will include six Sabbaths
throughout the year when the La
Sierra campus will host programs
More than 120 people attended a Stress Management seminar
presented by Loma Linda Center for Health Promotion
psychologist Linda Gilbert, PhD, on September 11. This pro
gram was the first of a monthly series sponsored by the Center
for Health Promotion for the community. The programs are
provided as a free. The next seminar, "Losing It For Life,"
a course on weight management, will be offered Tuesday, Oc
tober 9, 1989, from 7:00 to 8:15 p.m., in the Randall Visitors
Center. For further information, call 824-4496.

Academy students, sponsors
attend yearbook workshop
Nearly 40 academy students
and their sponsors attended the
second biannual newspaper /
yearbook workshop on the La
Sierra campus of Loma Linda
University on Sunday, September
10.
Sponsored by the La Sierra
campus public affairs office and
the Loma Linda campus Univer
sity relations office, the workshop
was open to students and spon
sors from all academies in
Southern California and Arizona.
Eight speakers from several
University departments as well as
outside organizations, including
Riverside's daily newspaper, the
Press Enterprise, and Taylor Year

book Publishers, giave half-hour
presentations on topics ranging
from news writing and advertis
ing to photography and advanced
graphics.
In addition, the afternoon ses
sions offered students a chance
to have hands-on experience with
layout design and photo cropping.
Although most of this year's
participants weer from the Loma
Linda and -La Sierra areas, others
came from Glendale and as far
away as Calexico Mission School.
Both academy sponsors and the
workshop organizers were pleas
ed with the participation in this
year's workshop and are interest
ed in making it an annual event.

Physical therapy. . .

in various churches around
Southern California. Faculty and
students will provide the Sabbath
School programs and the sermons
for the worship services, along
with alumni receptions in the
afternoon. The dates for these
programs are October 7 and
November 4, 1989; February 3,
March 3, April 7, and May 19,
1990.
Second, "LLU On Display"
will also host one campus open
house per quarter. On these Sab
baths, friends from throughout
Southern California may visit the
La Sierra campus for a special day

of Sabbath services at the La
Sierra Collegiate Church; an after
noon campus tour of the libarary
heritage room, the World
Museum of Natural History, and
the Brandstater Gallery; and
vespers and evenmg programs on
campus. These open house days
will be on October 28, 1989;
February 17 and May 12, 1990.
For more information about at
tending an open house or hosting
a regional program at your
church, please contact the office
of public affairs, Loma Linda
University, La Sierra campus,
Riverside, California 92515.

Continued from page 1

She is actively involved in
church activities and has served
through the years in a number of
capacities induing Pathfinders,
Sabbath School superintendent,
church treasurer, deaconess,
public relations secretary, and
local elder.
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Personal Hair Styling
for Men and women
Quality Cutting
Custom Perms
Personalized Color
Manicures & Pedicures
Contemporary & Classic Hair Styling
Acrylic Nails
Specialists in Long Hair

—Special—
Mrs. Seibert

2 for 1

INFORMATION
RESEARCH
Largest Library of information in U.S. -

Two haircuts for the price of
one.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Must be purchased at same time.
Expires 11-15-89

all subjects

213-477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

25564 Barton Rd., Loma Linda

Open 7 Days
Evenings by Appointment

824-3040
796-8212
in Alpna Beta Center
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Students transfer to School of Medicine. . . ADRA assists with relief
Continued from page 1
in Hurricane Hugo effort
Most of the students will be liv according to Dr. Behrens,
ty and they have agreed to spend
the extra time needed in this
situation."

ing in the surrounding community
and not in campus facilities,

Golden pencil award. . .
Continued from page I
Dentistry was commended for
"first-rate design, writing quality,
typography, thereby producing a
quality magazine." The award
honors the journal for its first year
of publication which included
three issues.
The award will be presented
during the International College
of Dentists meeting held in con
junction with the American Den
tal Association annual session
held in Honolulu, Hawaii, in

Loma Linda campus
registration will end
Tuesday, October 3
Loma Linda campus autumn
1989 registration is now in pro
gress and will continue through
October 3.
Time and place of registration
is printed in the Schedule of Courses
published by the office of admis
sions and records.
The total amount of tuition and
fees are due and payable when
registering.

November.
Judson Klooster, DDS, dean,
School of Dentistry, will receive
the award on behalf of the school.
Editor of the journal is Leif K.
Bakland, DDS, associate dean,
clinic administration. Managing
editors of the journal are Adriana
Gneck and Cyndi Karnoscak. Jim
Nazario and Yvonne Peterson at
Loma Linda University Printing
Services design center im
plemented the design and
typesetting of the journal.

because the institutions' facilities
are at near capacity. Some of the
medical students have volunteer
ed to share their living quarters
with the ne\v students on a shortterm basis while housing is being
located.
Students not being accepted at
Loma Linda are being offered
places at some of the other 126
located
schools
medical
throughout the United States.

Next TODAY
October 11, 1989

Hurricane Hugo slammed
through islands of the Carribean
this week destroying villages and
crops and leaving thousands of
people homeless. Loss of life was
minimized because early warnings
gave people time to prepare for
the hurricane.
The Adventist Development
and Relief Agency (ADRA) is
helping to coordinate the efforts
of the Seventh-day Adventist
church to assist the InterAmerican Division in relief ac
tivities. ADRA has set aside
$100,000 to help the hurricane
victims, but the amount could in
crease when the full extent of the
damage is determined.

Extensive damage is reported
on several islands. On Montserrat, nearly all of the 12,000
residents are homeless and
without food, fresh water, or
medical supplies. On Guade
loupe, 12,000 people are
homeless. On Antigua, 30 per
cent of the 100,000 inhabitants
are homeless.
ADRA will work with local
churches to assist the victims in
any way possible and will stay on
to rebuild once the initial shock
has passed.
An emergency fund has
been set up to help. Please write to
ADRA International, Box 4289,
Silver Spring, Maryland 20904.

661 don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.99

Sacrifice.. .
Continuedfrom page II
^ senates, (3) prepare and finance
and disburse the campus budgets,
(4) try to recruit the proper number
of students and teachers, and (5)
we hope, send us adequate
oh, yes
paychecks. And,
(6) maintain peace among the
various schools on campus.
Might it just be possible that
we would give our over-burdened
"chancellor" his or her just share
of governance also, even at the
sacrifice of a bit of local "turf?'
I think there is wisdom in what
I have suggested. Isn't it sad that
a group of highly skilled and
motivated representatives of
W\SC had to tell us to do such
things? Shouldn't the Holy Spirit
have prodded us into proper ac
tions without our gravy-stained
linens being hung out to world
never
view? Let us determine
again! Henceforth we will work,
and study, and communicate, and
improve, and "do justly, and walk
humbly with our God" before
some secular group tells us we
must. We will listen to the voice
of our God, who gives wisdom
"liberally, and upbraids not," and
"we shall overcome." May God
bless us all.

Carrol Small, MD, rm-ivfd his
medical degree from Loma Linda
University School of Medmne in
1934. After completing a pathology
rrsu/enty in Chicago in 1937, he
returned to LLU where he has taught
for 50 years. He also edits the School
of Medmne Alumni Journal.
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just what you'll get when
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that's a lot less than you
think. You can expect low
long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And the assurance that
virtually all of your calls will
go through the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T
If you'd like to know
more about our products or
services, like International
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1800 222-0300.

Greg Riley-University of North Carolina-Class of 1989
AT&T
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Glen Wintermeyer (left) and Ralph Woods visit for a few
minutes at a work site in the Dominican Republic.

School of Public Health grads
work in Dominican Republic
Glen Wintermeyer and Ralph
Woods, both graduates of the
School of Public Health, find
themselves working two miles
apart in the Dominican Republic.
Mr. Wintermeyer, who com
pleted a master of public health
degree in health education in
1973, men worked in hospital ad
ministration in both Georgia and
Florida, now uses his administra
tive experience as manager of the
International Children's Care or
phanage outside Santo Domingo.
Mr. Woods, with an environ
mental health masters degree,
and an additional degree in
agronomy, has developed an
agronomia program at the Univer
sity Adventista Dominicana.
The orphanage program, in
itiated by Alcyon Fleck in
Guatemala and then extended to

Student Special
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1401 E. Santo Antonio

Collon

* 825-2883 +

the Dominican Republic, features
a home-like setting for the
children. Each home consists of
a "family," mother, father and
from eight to 12 children.
An elementary school is
located on the premises; academy
age students can attend the near
by Adventist secondary school.
The Children's Home has just
received a large grant from the
Canadian government to build an
irrigation system, and Mr.
Wintermeyer has been busy
overseeing the work of the
bulldozer and the laying of pipe.
This is expected to increase the
productivity of the farm on which
the home is located.
Mr. Woods has just completed,
under a foundation grant, the
establishment of a large poultry
operation at the University. Now
Mr. Woods is applying, with the
assistance of the Adventist
Development and Relief Agency,
to a foundation in Belgium for
funds to initiate a village training
program for early school leavers
in home vegetable gardening.
Such a project would provide
an additional means of cash in
come, employment for youth
with few job skills, and increase
the nutritional level and quality of
life of the families.

11175 Mountain View Avenue, Suite J
Loma Linda, California 92354
(714) 796-4240

Rocio Perez, a five-year-old Mexican girl who received free surgery and medical care
at Loma Linda University Medical Center this spring and summer, shows off a T-shirt
given to her by ConvaTec, a medical supplies company. The company will provide
medical supplies for her when she returns home to Huajuapan de Icon, Oaxa, a sixhour drive south of Mexico City. Rocio is the youngest of nine living siblings.

In six days
the Lord
created
heaven m
and
m
earth.
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Institutional commitment to LLUs academic future.
sion of capital into faculty appoint
Continued from page 12
professional school, bereft of all ments, equipment, and research
pretences to the precious jewel of training appear the only answers
excellence in undergraduate and to an insidious but ultimately fatal
graduate education? What man
problem.
ner of man can we expect in the
I respectfully submit that even
Loma Linda graduate? How the apparently healthy medical
would such a plan benefit the im
school system will ultimately fail
age of Loma Linda University in if the quality of its students body
the longer term? Indeed, it seems does not reflect the melding of
likely that the institution would science and the technologies with
sink ever deeper into the pit of all the beauties and above all, with
a trade school; and this at the the discipline of the arts and
time when many of us have humanities. It is the demanding
struggled with all our might to goal of this academic union to
create an academic track record rigorously examine that which is
for the institution in scientific known, and to define that which
teaching and research that would can be known; and beyond these
remove the taint of past inade
realms, to accept as matters of
quacies and give credibility to faith those things which may well
concepts of excellence in faculty be forever beyond our physical
comprehension. This is the new
and students.
All too often, one hears from challenge, the exciting thrust in
young Loma Linda medical undergraduate education. \et I
graduates that they have little or hear nothing of it in my limited
no interest in academic medicine interactions with those planning
and clinical science, intending to the future of our beloved
devote themselves to matters of University.
perceived higher priority. It would
I hear repeatedly that we can
seem obvious that this unfor
not afford these developments. I
tunate outlook and a lack of a submit that we cannot afford to
spirit of inquiry has its origins forego them. In other words, the
deep within the Adventist time has come to examine our
undergraduate system. And as priorities as never before. We have
long as the School of Medicine seen enormous expenditures in
finds the bulk of its entry from new clinical and diagnostic
within the system, how can there facilities in the past five years.
possibly be a change for the bet
ter when students are exposed to
"~a faculty who accept appoint
ments in Adventist schools that
^otttinued front-page 12
..are underpaid, overworked, with
The obvious answer, as in any
neither incentive nor opportuni
compromise, would be that no
ty to be other than hack teachers party of the University achieved
through all the years of their everything it was asking for.
academic careers? Once within Those who honestly favored
the system, how could these "divorce" as the ultimate solution
faculty members ever compete for were most likely to be dis
other employment?
satisfied.' Those who believe
To turn this situation around is "consolidation" was the only longthe responsibility of each and term solution to University
every one of us. At the VA disunity were also not satisfied
medical center, we have a respon
with the compromise solution.
sibility to impose those bench
And even many who favored
marks on the quality of the affilia
reorganization within the single
tion which the Veterans Ad
University structure
the
ministration applies to all such in
Board's eventual decision
terrelationships; namely, that we failed to cheer loudly.
shall show excellence in the quali
One suspects that the real
ty of residents and residency reason for the nearly unanimous
training.
lack of celebration throughout the
We should recognize the University over the recent
dedicated and unremitting efforts reorganization plan is our deepof the alumni of the School of seated suspicion that this Board
Medicine in raising funds by their decision really changed little of
own generous gifts for the endow
the real concerns for the Univer
ment of faculty chairs. With a sity.
high academic purpose, they seek
Oh, sure, each campus got its
to bring a quality of scholarship own "operating board" that will
and intellectual excellence to the meet monthly and oversee the
practice of medicine, in the best Board's concerns for the more
traditions of the world's great local disparate needs.
medical schools. Are these efforts
And we have the promise of
to come to naught in the face of the board chairman that long en
philistinian concepts that would dured conflicts of interest within
place a facade of action before the the Board will be eventually
demands of rigorous philosophic assuaged and that each campus
precepts as the roots of action? will control its own destiny con
We have a clear responsibility cerning accreditation.
to nurture 'the Adventist
Whether founded or not, many
undergraduate system. It should long-time University watchers
not be discarded as unwanted fear that the greater long-term
academic baggage. A strong infu
problems of the institution

More are planned. These needs
may be self-evident to those best
qualified to determine the im
mediate prospects for the School
of Medicine. But have these
needs been evaluated appropriate
ly in the context of important
academic growth so vitally
necessary in making the graduate
whole?
We live in a world that seems
to have lost its way in some very

important things. I cannot avoid development into the 21st
that insight when I examine the century?
recent decisions and the plans W. Ross Adey, MD, directs research
now under consideration. They at the Jerry L. Pettis Veterans Ad
seem so sadly lacking in ministration Hospital and is the assis
substance. They so clearly fail to tant dean ofresearch in LWs School
address key issues. Are we so of Medicine where he is distinguished
lacking in courage or insight that professor ofmedidne. Dr. Adey's ma
we would set out goals so low, or jor research interest is behavioral
assume that covering them with neuropkysiologf, an area in which he
a bureaucratic blanket will assure has written over 400 published
our unimpeded and fruitful papers, chapters, and books.

Thine ancient sacrifice
Continued from page 12
of criticism of my superiors, and
more than once I repented in dust
and ashes.
It is now my opinion that an
expressed yearning for a large
share in "governance" is evidence
of a deficiency of qualification for
it. Who, after all, did Jesus say
would be exalted? "He that
humbleth himself."
For 50 years I was paid to teach
and to practice pathology.
During those years certain erudite
gentlemen and ladies were paid
to be administrators of LLU and
its schools. I was a specialist in
my sphere; they were specialists
in theirs. They did not intervene
in my daily activities (unless I was
obviously deficient) and I did not
interfere with theirs. I believe that

was a happy situation. Sure, there
were proper channels of protest
and communication, but such can
be overworked.
Now we are to have a new try
at organization of the two cam
puses. If each campus group will
apply the Kiplingesque principle
of the "humble and the contrite
heart" (recommended also in
Micah 6:8), we shall have "a new
birth of freedom," and efficient
happiness all around. Given
dignified self-respecting humility,
we can invite the Holy Spirit in
to our deliberations, and He will
guide us into all truth
scientific
and administrative as well as
theological.
To secure domestic tranquility,
we need communication between
the two campuses. I have so far

Where do we go from here?.
many of which have been
repeatedly identified by WASC
will endure our best
reorganization efforts.
Where are the provisions for
much greater funding of the
educational and research efforts
of the University? How can we
possibly attract the brightest
minds
Adventist and other
wise
to be faculty when our
University pay scales in some
schools continue to be below the
median at similar educational in
stitutions? Is it possible to find
and successfully recruit the most
competent and creative ad
ministrators given their even
lower relative pay scale compared
with peers in the Adventist
Health System and non-Adventist
colleges and universities?
How can we successfully
market our increasingly expensive
programs to our largely Advent
ist constituents unless we can
coherently demonstrate our pur
suit of excellence on a com
petitive basis with state univer
sities?
How then can an intelligent
and concerned faculty overcome
its carefully practiced cynicism as
we approach our University's
reorganization plan? Indeed, there
is much basis for pessimism
amidst the reorganization if one
simply allows the recent past to
predict the future of the Univer
sity.
First, we must recognize
as
any athletic coach preaches con
stantly
that a continued cynical

approach to the University's best
efforts to improve itself will be an
absolutely self-fulling prophecy,
and harbored cynicism will be
self-destructive if cherished and
nurtured by a significant portion
of the faculty of this University.
Only as we believe in our poten
tial to promote positive change in
the University does any possibili
ty of the pursuit of excellence
exist.
Only as we identify needed
changes and find solutions to con
tinuing problems can we replace
patterns of pessimism with hope
for an improved future.
We must continue to expect and
strive for the best possible forms
of self-governance from ourselves,
from our administrators, from our
board. Only as the faculty com
municate effectively among
ourselves will it be possible to
eliminate the political infighting
among schools that saps much of
our energy.
Also, we have to find ad
ministrators who share our dream
for the Adventist university of the
next century.
It is imperative that the Univer
sity dramatically increase its fund
ing base. We must identify and
train effective fundraisers, public
relations, and marketing and
development personnel. We have
to convince church leadership
that endowments are the only
way to adequately fund the future
of its colleges and universities.

seen little evidence of it. How
many faculty from Loma Linda
are personally acquainted with so
few as five who teach at La Sierra,
and vice versa? Deplorable! When
were the two campuses ever suf
ficiently coordinated and unified
in spirit and function to justify the
term unkvratyf
Especially now do we need to
coordinate teaching of the
sciences (chemistry, physics,
biology, etc.) on the nvo cam
puses. Can't we share time and
talent now that our respective
spheres are better defined?
To enhance communication, I
recommend a series of intercampus buffet suppers where 40
or so teachers, representing both
campuses, eat a meal, introduce
themselves, briefly recite their
daily agendas, and their hopes
and desires for the welfare of their
students and their University.
This plan would, as Malachi
predicted, "open the windows of
heaven" in enhanced understand
ing. Let us stage such sessions
until the faculties have shared the
benefits. Forty such gatherings
should not cost over $10,000, and
would be worth a million in good
will and rapport.
What will campus "chancellors"
do? I don't know for sure, but I
would guess that they (1) would
implement the decisions of the
Board of Trustees, (2) hearken
respectfully to the opinions of the
two newly organized faculty
Please turn to page 9

building significant endowments
for the operation of the Univer
sity.
And finally, we have to fervent
ly believe that the effort of con
tinuing our support for the
University is worthwhile. It is im
perative that we care sufficiently
for the University that it remains
worthwhile to exert efforts toward
growth even though we have
tried repeatedly
sometimes
without great success in the past.
Only as we clearly articulate the
faculty's dream for the future will
Loma Linda University again
move toward its "finest hour."

Roger Tatum, PhD, is a professor
of chemistry and chairs his depart
ment on the La Sierra campus. He
has been (nth*- in faculty gnrmantr
over the past 10 years.
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An opinion forum

Status

THE BACK PAGE

Back Page' j Institutional commitment to Loma

Some persons have legitimately ing with precedent. The senate
raised a question about the status encouraged further discussion of
of the publications board which an opinion page with University
edits "The Back Page."
administration.
Since the president approved
In the fall of 1988, Barry
Taylor and Jim Walters met with "The Back Page" after the facul
two University officers to discuss ty senate had been dissolved
the need for a medium for facul due to University restructuring
ty's thoughtful expression and in senate involvement in setting up
terchange of ideas. Interest was an editorial board was, of course,
expressed in the concept, and impossible. However, now that
throughout the school year dif interim faculty governance groups
ferent options were explored. are now convening on each cam
The two leading possibilities were pus, this ad hoc publications board
a faculty newsletter and a faculty- is submitting its resignation, sub
directed editorial page in Today. ject to replacement. President
In July, President Norman Woods has been desirous that the
Woods, after consultation with editorial board be a facultyother officers, approved the later selected committee.
A related governance matter
option.
As previously announced, the dealing with the opinion page
president appointed an ad hoc concerns final authority for pieces
faculty board to direct "The Back which are perceived as controver
Page." The reason for the ad hoc sial. In a meeting of the opinion
nature of the present publications page's board and the president
board is significant. The board is and the Today editor, there was
not under the illusion that it duly cordial and mutual agreement
that the president should have
represents the faculty.
And central to the discussions final jurisdiction over the
of the previous nine months has publishing of such material. After
been the conviction that an pursuing several intermediate
editorial board should be selected steps involving the Today editor
and "The Back Page" coordinator,
by the faculty senate. In a discus
a final decision would be made
sion this spring with the Univer
sity's faculty senate officers, the by the President giving written
idea emerged that a senate- notice to the opinion page's board
nominated, president-appointed of the reasons for the decision.
-JW
editorial board would be in keep-

Linda University's academic future
by W. RossAdey

It has become clear that new
and profoundly important prob
lems now face the Adventist
university system. These matters
are in no less degree of concern
to those who, as members of the
academic family of Loma Linda
University, follow their scholarly
pursuits primarily at the Pettis
Memorial \A Medical Center.
Although I do not presume to
speak for this group collectively,
my extended discussions make
plain that we share certain com
mon concerns with the broader
body politic of the University as
a whole. It is my earnest hope
that this evaluation will not be
construed as either pharasaical or
polemic, but humbly offered with
a deep yearning for the strength
and integrity of the educational
process.
In this respect, as in so much
else, we are parts one of another.
For that very fundamental reason,
I am deeply troubled by decisions
recently taken for the separate
and joint functions of the Loma
Linda and La Sierra campuses. I
respectfully submit that these
plans can be little more than
epiphenomena in what should
have been the decision-making
process. At the risk of appearing

So where do we go from here?
by Roger Totum
On first view the decisive vote
(33-3) last month of the Univer
sity's Board of Trustees in favor
of reorganizing the University as
a single entity with two semiautonomous campuses in Loma
Linda and in Riverside appears
to be compromise politics at its
best.
The Riverside campus suc
ceeded in retaining its identity
with the University despite the ef
forts of many in the University to
the contrary. Also, the Riverside
campus retains its traditional
claim to the undergraduate pro
grams of the University thus
alleviating direct competition by
the two campuses only 20 miles
apart for the same limited pool of
Adventist college students in
Southern California.
The Loma Linda campus re
tained the president who its most
influential voices supported and
the central administrative offices
of the University. The position of
president of the University and
chancellor of the Loma Linda
campus will apparently be held by
the same administrator since to
date no search committee has

been called to fill the Loma Lin
da campus chancellor's position.
Positions of several of the vice
presidents who favored a single
university structure were
eliminated. This should permit
the health science campus of the
University to align itself more
easily with the structure and
operation of the Medical Center.
Both campuses are to benefit
by dividing the large, unwieldy
Board of Trustees (45 members)
into two smaller, more responsive
one for
operating sub-boards
each campus.
Retention of the University
foundation avoided a major fight
over dividing the future capital
assets of the University that a
divorce of the two campuses
would have inevitably precipi
tated.
Separate Western Association
of Schools and Colleges (WASC)
accreditation of each campus
eliminates the spector of blaming
the other campus for concerns that
WASC may site. Further, sepa
rate removal by each campus to
demonstrate that it was not
worthy of being the "scape goat"
for the probation in the first place.
So if each campus got what it

basically wanted, then why so
many long faces? Even the presi
dent (one of the few central ad
ministrators who retained his job)
seemed unenthusiastic in present
ing the results of the University
reorganization to the faculties of
the two campuses.

Please turn to page 11

somewhat graceless, they carry
the imprimatur of business ad
ministrators now found from one
end of the American bureaucratic
spectrum to the other, all too
often reflecting the philosophies
of the Harvard School of Business
Administration: that one can ad
minister by empiric models and
that it is unseemly to have ever
descended to the production lines
of the workplace, or in this case,
to have continuing daily contact
with faculty in classrooms and
laboratories, learning how the very
fabric of academia is now sub
jected to stresses and strains
unknown a decade ago.
At no point do these options
address the essential problems
that we must face if the Advent
ist system of tertiary education
is to survive. And I am one who
is unwavering in my belief that it
should, and unswerving in my
loyalty and determination to see
that it does.
But first, we must surely grasp
the nettle of the problem. Then
we should ask whether recent ad
ministrative decisions reflect a
responsible and historic perspec
tive on past issues and future prob
lems. I believe that I am correct
in my perception that the guiding
philosophy behind these decisions
has been to preserve the image
and the identity of the School of
Medicine and other health
science schools on the Loma Lin
da campus, without any special
regard for the fate of the La Sierra
campus as an important segment
of the Adventist undergraduate
educational system.
It would seem reasonable to
assume self-interest as a strong
motivation towards this view.
After all, it was so stated by the

Thine ancient sacrifice
by Carrol S. Small
"The tumult and the shouting
has died; the captains and the
kings [of the Board of Trustees]
have departed." Now it is to be
seen whether the ancient sacrifice
invoked by Kipling (the humble
and the contrite heart) will prevail.
The Board of Trustees reach
ed certain decisions on August
27 - 29. The Loma Linda facul
ty were irked by the probationary
plight of LLU, and saw divorce
from La Sierra as the only release
from the stigmas involved. The
La Sierra group feared loss of
patrimony if divorce occurred,
and, feared losing the name Loma
Linda University.
So the Board, not lacking in
political savvy, compromised.

Greater autonomy was offered
each division of LLU, but the
family name was preserved.
Complaint was voiced, previous
to the August board meeting,
about lack of faculty share in
"governance," defined by Webster
as "exercise of authority; control;
management; power of govern
ment." It is all very well to crave
authority, but at what price? With
authority and power of govern
ment come responsibility and ac
countability with the possibility of
penalties for inept governance.
I have a deep sympathy for
those in command of the Univer
sity and its schools, and am will
ing to be a happy follower, more
than when I was young and feis
ty. I then did more than my share
Please turn to page 11

medical school administration at
the first plenary meeting with
faculty immediately following the
announcement of the Western
Association of Schools and Col
leges' decision to place the
University on probation, with the
intimation that isolation of the
School of Medicine from these
issues through formation of a
health sciences university might
prove a desirable solution.
My deep concerns lead me to
an essentially opposite conclu
sion. In essence, I believe that it
is imperative to find a solution
that would not merely sustain but
would give high priority to
development of Loma Linda as
a true university, substantially
beyond any current commitment
of which I am aware. I am mind
ful of recent statements by the
University president of intentions
to sharply reduce commitments
to graduate education in PhD pro
grams on grounds of cost; and
that, although the administration
recognizes these programs as
essential benchmarks in the pur
suit of academic excellence, ours
is a university thai: should define
its role based on an effective
record in "doing" good works.
I am left with a deep
uneasiness. How far does the
medical school administration in
tend to go in seeking a transition
for Loma Linda University to a
Please turn to page 11
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